
TOWARD THE CENTRAL LIMITMEOREM ("CLT")
-

-

#Asimple random walk:
in!I'It

Sn= X,t ... +Xn where X-Rademacher, independent

Approximate thepruf P2Sn=x3=: f(x,n)?

· f(x,n+1) =P2Sn+1 =x) =b25n =x+1,Xn=
- 13 +p(Sn =x- 1,Xn=1)

=P(Sn =x+13.P(Xn= - 13 +[Sn
=

x-13.P(Xn =13 (independence)

=> f(x+1,n).t +f(x -+,n).E

· Subtract f(x,n) from both sides, rearrange the terms -

f(x,n+ 1) -f(x,n) = -f(in) - fatfle-
2

SS Heuristically SS

(n) (x,n) - (n) fke,n)
=>I =I Heat(a.k.a.diffusion)

-

with initial condition f(x,0=0(x)

·Solve:the (fundamental) solution is

(f(,) =rexp(-) =pof(a) of Noit
=>S, = NC,m): CLT

· Remarks DA random walk models a dition (of molecule)
-

⑫ Arigorous proof of (1):express f(x,n) in terms of

binomial coefficients; we Taylor's approximation

*
- "Delaplacethe

"

⑦ This argumentis limited tobinomial distr."I whatversion of (*) do we expect? a. S.For general Xn, ? Notor -what does iteven mean that Sn*NC0,17
xcould be on differentpros spaces!
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CONVERGENCE

Ref Asequence of riv's X, X2, ... vergesweakly (a.k.a. ibution")
toa r.r. X if

Fn(n) ->F(n) A pointof continuitya of F
Denoted Xn*X

Il Il

Cdlf's: P2Xn2x3 P3X=23.

Bark F is bounded and monotone -> has atmostwe

1 of discontinuities.

mples
-

(a) let X be Frv. ThenXn= x+X

TF(x) =P(x +I =x3 =P(X- x-13 =F(x- i) - f(x)

if I is continuous at 2.
-

This example shows whywe require convergence

only atpoints
of continuityof 7.

(8) Consider a coin thatcomes up 1 will prob.p.

X:=#cin flips untilthe firstH. (waiting time for success
P
~ Geom(P) Geometric distribution

P(X,k3 =P(+5...T3 =(1-p)*, k=1,2,...
e

k

Substitute k= a/p ->
-x

<pXp3x3 =(1 -x)
40
-xe as p- 0.

~ Exponential distribution:
Hence, we proved; E-Exp if P(Zx)

-en
Ex>0

Alimgeometric distribution
-

If XpwGeom(p) then pXp=> zwhere ZwExp.
as p + o
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Relation of weak convergence toother modes of convergence?

PXn X -Xn *X

Prof I pointof continuity s of E:
-

F(z)=14Xn =x;esta="(x+z)
=>limsen Fn(x) = F(x +2) -F(x) as 240 (continuity)

U

->limsup F_(x) =F(x). Similarly, limitFn() =F(x) (DM) B.
u

Remark The converse is false.In can be on different prob spaces.
--
-

I Example: letX, X,,X2, ... be idrv's. Then

X, *4X => Xu *eX trivially, butXnxxx(why?)
However:

*(Arerepresentation) (Skorokhod]

If Y *Y themE rv's X, X,,X2 ... all on the same prob. space

and such thatX*Y, XnY Y, and

Xn ->X everywhere (-> a.s.)

for theconstruction is the same as in the proof that

Xr.v. can be realized on r=10,1) (F =B, B=lebesque) (p.1)
Let E, F, F2, ... be calf's of 4, 41,2, ...

①Assumingthat F. In are continuous and strictly increasing:
X(x) = =F"(x) Xn(x): =F,(x)

3
x =(0,1)

3
Thencalf ofX is F, calf of Xn is in

Linded, (X=a =p(x-(0,i): F(x)=a)
=F(a))
-
#

x=F(a)
YY => Fn ->F pointwise. Assumption -> EEare continuous,

strictly inreasing
=>Fr+F"pointwise-> Xn-Xeverywhere. D

~Check!HW
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② General case:

=Ess:=spy:Flyaw -- ane
I

Decompose R=10,1 =ReNRQ Gad

where as:
=sup(y:Fly)<x3, G:= infy:Fly)x3,

Deg =(x: a =bx3.

C each (Gn,6x) C· Me is countable since the intervals (ax, 6x) are disjoint contains a different
ractional #

·I is strictly increasing ona i.e. Fxe.:

(x) yf(x) =Fly)>z and y
<E(x) =Fly) < x

(indeed: apbxset of s
I act of an CGa

· limsup f(x) =(x) xre

#choose F
y> F(x). (*) => F(y) xx.

If I is
a pointof continuity of F. (then by consumption of them,

En(y) -> F(y)-> Fr(y)x for suff. largen

->F(y)*y (by def. of Fi)

Summarizing:
linsup (r)<y F y> f() thatis a pH of continuity of F.

Since the points of continuityare everywhere dense (atatit
=>ged.

· Similarly, lining (n)E(z) Fre (D1)

=>Fr"(x) -> f(x) ExoRi
· Recall 8is countable -> mall.

Redefine Xn(x) =X(x) =
=0 for xth

->F(x) -> F"(x) X x = IR. QID
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Remark It is NOTtrue that jointdistr. is the same, i.e. that
-

-

(X, xe,X2, ...) *(-, Ye, Ya, ...)I e.g. if Y,4,Yz.... are ii.d. (indeed, you trivially but X,anywhere

Summary of convergence of riv's:
-

G.S.
>
in prob

requence
~ weak t
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